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"Rude Uncivill Blood": The
Pastoral Challenge to Hereditary
Race in Fletcher and Milton

Jean E. Feerick

In his exposition on modern sexuality, Foucault famously emphasizes
the uniqueness of modern cultural forms by seizing on the Renaissance
as a point of contrast. This earlier era, he avers, was defined by a dis
linctly pre-modern episteme in being riveted not by sex but by "the
blood relation." In that period, he maintains, "the value of descent lines
were predominant" and "blood constituted one of the fundamental
values." 1 Foucault was right to draw attention to the signifier of blood
for the pre-modern world. At once a material substance-one of the
four humors that flowed beneath the skin-blood was also a signifier
infused with metaphysical properties, a conduit of quasi-immaterial
essences transmitting lineal identity from one generation to the next.
In the absence of a theory of genetic transmission, the mechanisms
understood to govern the exchange of attributes carrying degrees of
gentility were diffuse, thought to be mediated by airy animal spirits
that conjoined the material body with a transcendent order. But they
nonetheless held a powerful grip on the period and would cast a long
shadow over subsequent race systems, which bore the imprint of this
pre-modern hereditary order in granting the signifier of blood a position
of primacy.
To modern eyes, such a system would seem to evoke and instate
a class-based structure, one that naturalizes the social differences we
have come to know as contingent and fungible articulations. But it
would be more accurate to view Renaissance writers, pace Foucault, as
understanding the difference of blood in ontological terms, as impart
ing rigid distinctions at birth. In that respect this system of identity
may be better compared with our modern race system, since it traces
deep divisions among people to the body's inner recesses, mystify
ing and essentializing those markers. And yet, although this ideology
65
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1•11)1>1/l'd !Ill• ,1,,1u� of fldnx dominant during the sixteenth century, It
did 1101 l-(n 11111·hall<·11g<xl 1 and in this chapter I examine the works of
two R<·11aissa11cc poets-John Fletcher and John Milton-who enfolded
a criliqm• of this system of hereditary race into the pastoral plays they
wrote on either side of a 25-year period in the seventeenth century.
Fletcher's play, The Faithful Shepherdess, was performed in 1609
during the early years of King James l's reign, when it was famously
hissed off the public stage, disappointing spectators who expected a
representation of mstic revelry. 2 But 20-some-odd years later, the play's
sustained pastoral engagement found a more receptive audience at the
court of Charles I and Henrietta Maria-a new edition appearing in
1629 and a court performance following soon thereafter on Twelfth
Night in 1634. Its revival influenced the young poet Milton, who was
invited to write an entertainment to honor the Earl of Bridgewater's
installation as Lord President of Wales later that same year and who
settled on a pastoral drama for the occasion. 3 Calling his play simply
"A Masque Presented at Ludlow Castle," Milton leaned heavily on
Fletcher's earlier production, reviving similar characters, plots, and set
tings for this new dramatic context. Both plays have puzzled critics for
being generically atypical for each poet. Fletcher's name would rise to
acclaim on the back of that dramatic hybrid-tragicomedy-which he
would help to invent for the seventeenth-century English stage, mak
ing his early foray into pastoral drama appear as both a representational
break and an expression of poetic inexperience.4 Similarly, Milton's
early experiment with a pastoral masque has been a problem needing to
be explained, spawning many compelling arguments to the effect that
he "reformed" and reshaped this royalist genre from the inside out. 5
I propose that each poet's decision to write a pastoral drama need not be
viewed as a deviation or crux, particularly if we view these representa
tions as motivated by pastoral's traditional impulse: the interrogation of
ruling ideologies. Indeed, if pastoral is often seen by modern readers as
nostalgic and escapist, 6 Renaissance writers viewed it as politically effi
cacious for being able to conceal a poet's licensed speech.7 Puttenham,
for one, identified pastoral's "eglogue" as being devised "not of purpose
to counterfeit or represent the rusticall manner of loves and commu
nication; but under the vaile of homely persons, and in rude speeches
to insinuate and glaunce at greater matters. " 8 That the pastoral mode
had, as early as the Elizabethan period, come to be appropriated by the
court as a vehicle of royalist ideology conferred still extra value on it
for two poets who have been seen to harbor anti-court and pro-country
sentiment. 9 Each was engaged in an act of reclaiming pastoral as an

l'Xpression of humble life, seeking to return it to its classical origins
when it served primarily as a vehicle to represent "herdsmen."
Indeed, it is possible to see both Fletcher and Milton as self-consciously
.idhering to a pattern established by Virgil and later embraced by
Spenser in cutting their poetic teeth on the lowly mode of pastoral.
lJnder that guise, each interrogates and undermines the aristocratic
ideology that upheld a view of blood as a transcendent, immaterial,
and stable repository of elite identity. In place of this mystified account,
Fletcher and Milton portray elite blood-and both plays are extremely
attentive to social distinctions-as subject to rapid transformation and
requiring extreme effort to temper. They also share a tendency to place
the means of such healing in hands far removed from courtly circles,
associating such practices with commoners or supernatural forces that
are, in turn, aligned with country values.
The implications of this reading are threefold. Fletcher's often
neglected, stylized poem-play reclaims its imaginative and ideologi
cal links to the tragicomic corpus that was yet to establish a foothold
on the English stage at the time of its first performance. Additionally,
Milton's reformed masque assumes a still deeper challenge to aristo
cratic identity than critics have allowed in perceiving the masque as a
decorous compliment to the peer for whom it was penned. 10 If scholars
have noted how Milton challenged generic conventions with his formal
modulations, they have been less willing to consider how generic forms
instate and encode other differences of "kind," including those rooted
in somatic signifiers. I argue that his challenge to the royal masque also
encodes a challenge to a system of blood, but that this challenge need
not be so explicit as to render his poem unsuitable for the occasion.
Finally, by bringing Fletcher's pastoral production to bear on a reading
of Milton's masque, I hope to extend our understanding of the connec
tions between the two poets, moving from the identification of similar
characters and motifs to a thicker account of borrowing and adapta
tion. By providing such a reading, I hope to further dislodge Fletcher's
longstanding association with courtly modes and tastes and to draw out
his contributions to later revolutionary sensibilities. Indeed I consider
it a great irony that the Caroline court identified Fletcher as a spokes
man for its Platonic celebration of royal passion. For, with Annabel
Patterson, l see his little pastoral play as a satire of precisely those
embodied forms, believing the play unworthy of its reputation as a soft,
lyrical poem that was too delicate for the rough tastes of the theater. 11
Its representation of a passionate, sexual, and mutable ruling class may
have been too subtle for an audience hoping for comic burlesque, but
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Milton detected a different motive, simplifying his own plot so as to
exaggerate the contours of its emphasis on blood's mutability. I there
fore build on the insights of an early reader who claimed "All the very
best and sweetest parts of Comus are stolen from [Fletcher's] exquisite
Pastoral," in proposing that Milton also adapted Fletcher's critique of
elite blood as a crucial premise of pastoral. For it, no less than the royal
form of the masque, was in need of reclamation. 12

Sedimented modes of pastoral
Pastoral's classical origins afforded it considerable openness of applica
tion and appropriation diachronically, since, as Paul Alpers has dem
onstrated, a fundamental duality defines Virgil's Eclogues. On one hand
the songs give voice to the experience of exile and to disaffection with
an abusive ruling class, a condition which the shepherd Meliboeus
embodies in Virgil's opening Eclogue. On the other hand they represent
the simple lives of herdsmen, humble figures denoting the poet and
humankind generally, in the stance that a shepherd like Tityrus of that
first Eclogue embodies. He directs our attention to the act of singing
itself and to the conditions that enable and constrain his expression
when he refers to the "god" -an embedded reference to Virgil's own
imperial patron-who has sanctioned for an uncertain time his desire
to pipe. 13
This doubleness of emphasis carried over to the Renaissance amid
altered conditions of production. Here, according to W. W. Greg, pas
toral took root in and "came to its fairest flower amid the artificiality
of a decadent court." 14 Seemingly oblivious to an earlier, Theocritan
investment in documenting the contours of the humble and unsophis
ticated life, pastoral as it took hold at Renaissance courts gave expres
sion to the tension between court and city, frequently voicing a poet's
desire to escape the excesses of a ruling class. Sidney's prose pastoral,
The Old Arcadia, was typical in this regard, portraying aristocrats as
shepherds given to express their desires in landscapes removed from
court. Indebted in title and form to Sannazaro's much earlier Arcadia,
Sidney's pastoral romance captures a major modal shift in the empha
sis it affords elite characters. That these shepherds denote aristocrats,
rather than humble folks, is registered explicitly in Sidney's plot: two
princes-Musidorus and Pyrochles-decide to disguise themselves as
shepherds in order to win the love of two princesses. There is no ques
tion of who and what they represent. Even if and as the "pastoral mask"
allowed a poet like Sidney to explore and probe questions of rule, the
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mode's social function had been fundamentally recalibrated in its trans
fer from classical Greece and Rome to the Europe of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries.
The centripetal tug that pastoral witnessed in becoming increasingly
aligned with courtly values and personages took even stronger hold in
the fledgling genre of pastoral drama, which began to appear in Italy
in the early to mid-fifteenth century as part of aristocratic nuptial
entertainments. 15 In 1506, in one of the earliest recordings of staged
pastoral, Baldassare Castiglione and Cesare Gonzaga dressed themselves
as shepherds and recited an eclogue interspersed with songs in a perfor
mance of Castiglione's Tirsi at the court of Duke Guidobaldo of Urbino.
This event concluded with a "panegyric of the court and the circle of
the Cortegiano. " 16 A pattern was to develop around this courtly mode
in which the Arcadian setting of most of these plays served as a kind of
mirror for the polite society of the Italian courts. If the court appeared
in idealized form in the high mythological subjects that were a regular
feature of these pastoral dramas, the plays yet captured a kind of salient
social division, since they also featured "low rustic strains" in figures
who resembled the "realistic, Paduan-speaking peasants" living beyond
the Italian courts.17
These Italian pastoral experiments culminated in the great-if quite
different-expressions of the form produced first by Tasso, with the
Aminta performed in 1573 for Lucrezia d'Estee, and then by Guarini,
with Il pastor fido performed for Charles Emmanuel, Duke of Savoy, and
his new bride, Catherine of Austria, in 1585. Both pastorals foreground
distinctions of rank, embedding praise for their elite patrons by honoring
their noble bloodlines and shadowing them in the deities who preside
over the action. Guarini's pastoral, for instance, opens with accolades
for the Great Catherine, addressing "the valour of thy noble blood" and
predicting that "from thy grand and most illustrious race,/ New worlds
will be supplied." 18 Tasso, too, had expressed a desire to heighten the
generic status of pastoral when he observed in his "Discorsi del Poema
Eroica" that he "intends to graft epic elements onto a pastoral tree"
by weaving socially elevated characters into his representation, along
with the higher style that would accord with their rank. 19 In both Tasso
and Guarini, these socially eminent shepherds are juxtaposed with the
satyrs who roam the woods and embody a kind of rustic lowness by
virtue of their depraved, sexual appetites. If Guarini's more complex
narrative muddies this opposition through plot sequences that call for
a tempering of the "fury" of noble blood and warn against the possibil
ity of "[degenerating]" from one's "noble race" (31), it yet celebrates
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the view that the play's noble shepherds carry the imprint of divinity
in their blood and that Arcadia will be healed by restoring such con
nections. We learn that the harsh law that the gods have imposed as a
sanction on the Arcadians can be released only when "two of heav'nly
race be joined in love" (38). As the play progresses, we discover that the
presumably lowborn lover Mirtillo, like his beloved Amarillis, carries
this divine bloodline, revealing them to be the "Celestial branches" of a
common "celestial root" (39). Later, the cunning Corsica, eager to bait
Amarillis in a trap, invokes a similar botanical trope in arguing that
"aconite and hemlock ne'er were known/ To grow from out a healthy
root" (96), implying that plants, like people, assume a predetermined
form at birth. The emphasis on a continuity of growth from roots to
sprigs works in tandem with the notion of a divinely infused bloodline
to underpin a hereditary order, with the result that "the social tensions
of pastoral are largely mystified or elided. 1120

Staging English revisions
Fletcher clearly had Guarini on his mind when he set out to rewrite the
Italian pastoral play for an English context. Italian editions of II pastor
fido were published in England in 1592, with an English translation
following in 1601. Just a few years later, in 1606, the pastoral would
be performed for King James, making it ripe for imitation on the part
of a rising young dramatist who had spent some time in courtly circles
before his family's fall from grace. As W. W. Greg has argued, "but for
the Aminta and II Pastor Fido, The Faithful Shepherdess would never have
come into being; as a type it ... is a conscious attempt to adapt the
Italian pastoral to the requirements of the English stage."21 To ensure
audiences would catch the allusiveness of his project, Fletcher boldly
echoed Guarini's title-rendered in English as The Faithful Shepherd
while also signaling the originality of his adaptation by shifting the
gender of the play's moral axis from a man to a woman. A year or
so later, when the play was first published, a dedicatory poem to Sir
Robert Townesend provided another sign that Fletcher wished to effect
a break with the Italian antecedents in his move to frame his pastoral
drama in lowly, rustic terms. Having impugned the public audience's
desire for "country hired Shepheards, in gray cloakes" in his letter to
the reader, Fletcher here describes his play in precisely those terms, as
a "poore Shepheard" in "home-spun gray" (IL 10-11) which he offers
up as meager payment f or a debt to his patron. That he knows the fare
to be modest, he emphasizes in comparing it to a "sallet" rather than
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the "great meat" a patron might be accustomed to receive to satisfy his
"pallet" (ll. 20-1). As against the feast for royalty that Guarini's play
offers, Fletcher provides a modest meal, one that will please "good
feasters" (I. 19), if not royal stomachs, implying further that his play
will restore measure to the inflated pastoral mode. And yet, by the time
his play was reissued roughly 20 years later after its performance at
the Caroline court, this ethos was overwritten by a brief dialogue that
William Davenant wrote for the occasion and appended to the play's
opening. Shifting our gaze from the shepherd in "home-spun gray" to
a Priest and Nymph preparing a sacrifice for Pan, the dialogue directs
our attention to the "gentler Deity" in the audience, describing King
Charles and the Queen in the hyperbolic language typical of the Italian
pastorals as "this Islands God; the worlds best King."22 If Davenant
thereby sought to anchor the meaning of Fletcher's homely pastoral in
a royal essence, that goal could only be achieved by turning a blind eye
on much of the play's representation. For Fletcher indicates at almost
every turn that nobility of blood is not the locus of virtue that Guarini
imagined it as in construing the faithful shepherd of his play's title to
be of "heav'nly race" (38).
Indeed the opening of Fletcher's play blocks precisely the sort of asso
ciation that Davenant makes in hailing King Charles as an earthly god.
Clorin, the figure for whom the play is named, is the first to appear on
stage, vowing to remain faithful to her recently deceased beloved and
to devote herself to curing those who have "Growne wilde or luna
ticke, their eies or eares / Thickned with misty filme of dulling rume"
(1.1.37-8)-that is, those in the grip of passions conceived as power
ful material agents. As she speaks, a satyr approaches, gathering fruits
for his master, Pan, when he sees her and immediately hails her as a
"devine" being of "heavenly forme" (1.1.58-9). Echoing the language
Guarini uses for his patrons, the rustic man identifies her as a being
"Sprong from great immortall race/ Of the Gods," observing an "awful!
majesty" in her visage that outshines "dull weake mortalitie" (1.1.60-3).
Momentarily stunned into silence, Clorin responds only after he departs
the scene. Hardly a deity, she reveals herself to be the daughter of two
ordinary shepherds, a maiden of flesh and blood like any other mortal.
Wondering at the Satyr's unsolicited submission, she concludes it must
be the talisman-like effect of her chastity which "bindes fast, / All rude
uncivill bloods, all appetites" (1.1.125-6). This emphasis on blood's
mutability will be a hallmark of the play, establishing the condition
for Clorin's healing powers as she applies her tempering remedies to
shepherds suffering from passion's "looser blood" (1.3.66).
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If this process of "[binding]" blood appears, in the case of the Satyr,
to be effortless, it quickly becomes apparent that the operations on
blood's passions and appetites that Clorin performs are laborious and
contingent, successful only for those willing to receive them. Indeed,
Clorin's opening speech expresses just how much effort goes into main
taining her own chaste disposition. Her determination to free herself
"from all ensuing heates and fires / Of love" can be successful only
by removing herself from contact with activities that will stir her pas
sions, including "all sports, delights and games," as well as "youthfull
coronals" and "merry pipes" (1.1.7-14). By inhabiting a "low Cabin, of
cut boughs" (5.4.16) shielded from the sun deep in the woods, Clorin
has found a prophylactic against the "vaine illusion[s]" that might
compel her "to wander after idle fiers" and lead her to stray "Through
mires and standing pooles" (1.1.115-20). In this account of fens, pools,
and fires, Fletcher provides a psychomachia, transforming the pastoral
landscape into an external version of the "complex internal economy"
of the human mind as it rides the liquid waves of passion. 23 Crucially,
he also offers an intervention in the ideology that equated noble blood
with divinity by revealing Clorin's divine-like aura to be the product of
conscious choice. An inherited bloodline has little to do with the vir
tue of this shepherdess, unlike Guarini's regal pair who alone have the
power to heal the social wounds plaguing his Arcadia. Fletcher's virgin,
by contrast, is an everyday healer whose acts of moderating blood's
tempests-both her own and those of others-involve neither magic
nor transcendence but sheer determination.
The tendency to place the control of blood's properties in the hands
of ordinary individuals, rather than in noble genealogies, is evident
as well in the way Fletcher reorients the botanical motifs present in
Guarini, not least the mention of roots, branches, sprigs, and herbs. As
we have seen, Guarini favors metaphors of organic growth, insisting on
the connection of plant to root. Insofar as Fletcher grants Clorin the
ability to know and apply the different powers of herbs to heal others,
he foregrounds the dynamic interchange that occurs between herb and
human body. As we watch Clorin maneuver through her garden in a
scene that echoes (or anticipates) Perdita of The Winter's Tale, she praises
the distinct powers of different herbs. So she commends "Calamint'' for
having "vertues" that "do refine/ The blood of Man, making it free and
faire, / As the first houre it breath'd, or the best aire" (2.2.30-2), while
"foule Standergrasse" and "lustfull Turpentine" are "banish[ed]" for the
fact that they "intice the vaines, and stirre the heat/ To civill muteny"
(2.2.35-8). In this anatomy of nature's latent powers and the variously
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benign and malignant effects they have on the human body, Fletcher
captures the fluidity and mutability of blood, which can be enflamed or
refined at any given moment by congress with the surrounding world.
In fact, Fletcher achieves comic heights by exaggerating the infix
ity of blood's qualities in the parade of noble shepherds who wander
through the woods surrounding Clorin's cabin, indulging their passions
in vignettes indebted to the emblems of distemperance that appear in
Faerie Queene Book 2. Perigot, who enjoys a position of social preemi
nence within this community, described as "the top / Of all our lusty
Shepheards" (1.2.145-6), is defined by the fiery attributes associated
with the aristocracy, propelled first by an excessive love for Amoret and
then by an equally excessive anger toward her. Amoret primes us for his
vacillation when she warns him to guard against the heat of the day
and night which might "moove your blood" (1.2.89). He responds in
the high voice of epic, offering her oaths of assurance that he will be
constant, urging "Let me deserve the hot polluted name, / Of a wilde
woodman" (1.2.130-1) should his desires deviate. Of course it is not
long before he twice takes aim with the intent to kill his defenseless
beloved in scenes of mistaken identification that draw heavily on the
lunar confusions that propel A Midsummer Night's Dream. if there is
comedy, so there is tragedy. His high temper evokes as well the tragic
intonations of Lear on the heath when, believing Amoret to be untrue,
he heaps his rheum on the world in a suicidal rant: "Shee's gone, shee's
gone, blow hygh thou North west winde, / ... / And shake the world
as at the monstrous birth, / Of some new Prodegey, whilst I constant
stand" (4.1.2-7). Here the tragic mode rapidly transforms into burlesque.
A similar mutability of affect seizes the other gentle shepherds who, one
after another, open themselves to the dangers of the night. Echoing the
flaming Pyrochles who is propelled by his heat through Spenser's faery
land, Alexis receives Cloe's proposal of a tryst with a profusive: "oh how
I burne / And rise in youth and fier!" (1.3.190-1). Meanwhile, Cloe,
anticipating that this new lover's passion may be unreliable, arranges a
backup in the shepherd Daphnis, observing to herself: "He that will use
all windes must shift his saile" (1.3.195). A wannabe siren-in-heat, Cloe,
too, rides the waves of desire, searching out, but failing to secure, a man
up for the task of satisfying her.
The problem, as Fletcher appears to construct it, originates with "ill
governance" (5.5.80) on the part of both those ruling the land and
those enjoying preeminence therein. Indeed, as critics have observed,
it is the figures most removed from the "town" of this pastoral repre
sentation who are most effective at moderating their passions, granting
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/,I
1lw111 till' ,111111>1,1·�1 d.11111 tu virtue. Fletcher's Satyr is his most stunning
t·111hrnll1rn·11t nl tills shift in ethos, as he exhibits none of the expres
,tnm nl "lm>Sl'f blood" (1.3.66) that the elite "owners" of this pastoral
H·al111 t·nil,ody.t·1 Breaking with the tendency in Tasso and Guarini to
portray the rustic satyr as an emblem of lasciviousness, Fletcher invests
his rustic figure with natural gentility. Notably, other than Clorin, he
appears to be the only figure who knows any labor. We see him first
diligently attending to the needs of Pan and his paramours by gathering
fruits and nuts in distant reaches of the woods, and then turning his
service to aiding Clorin, by bringing her wounded shepherds in need
of ministry. Surprised by his effort, Clorin repays him by observing:
"Though thou beest outward rough and tawny hued, / Thy manners
are as gentle and as fayre, / As his who bragges himselfe, borne only
heyre / To all Humanity" (4.2.63-6). Encoding, perhaps, a reference to
the monarch, Fletcher inverts the pastoral hierarchy that he inherited
from the Italians, making his rustic figure an emblem of temperance
and his elite shepherds "manlike monsters" (5.5.103).
If Fletcher's Satyr redirects his loyalties from Pan to Clorin during the
course of the play, his movement expresses a sanctioned moral shift. For
the play subtly alludes to a lord of these woods who is defined by his
absence and omissions of rule. Indeed, one might read Pan as a more dis
tant version of the villainous Sullen Shepherd who, though an "owner"
of land in this pastoral world, yet exhibits extreme negligence in the care
of those entrusted to him. His sheep are "nye starved," "alwaies scabby,"
and "dye before their weaning" (1.2.204-7). So, too, his dog "Lookes like
his Maister, Jeane, and full of scurffe" (1.2.208). If he disregards his own
creatures, he also disregards his peers, sabotaging their "holy plighted
troths" (1.2.199) and "[lusting] after" all matter of shepherdesses and
"smooth" (1.2.200, 204) youths. More than simply being absent, his ver
sion of "husbandry" translates into an active assault on the community.
A similar state of affairs is embodied by Pan, who not only fails to super
vise his realm but refuses to comport himself like a "Master" (1.1.52). We
hear that he feasts (1.1.54), frolics (1.1.55-6), drinks the "lusty blood" of
grapes (1.1.76), and sleeps "Under a broad beeches shade" (1.1.99). If we
follow Patterson's reading of trees in pastoral as emblems of a patron's
protection, Fletcher inverts this pastoral trope, too, figuring the supreme
patron of Thessaly as offering refuge only to himself. 25
The Satyr's movement is replicated, if belatedly, by the other guard
ians of the town-the priest and Old Shepherd. We have already
experienced their rule to be ineffectual in the absence of Pan, witness
ing how the ceremony they perform to release the shepherds from "hot

flames of lust" (1.2.7) has little effect. Immediately following this event,
Cloe initiates her hunt for men, and it is that very evening that nearly
all of the shepherds set off for the woods, embracing the free rein of
passion that it enables. When the Old Shepherd discovers their absence
the next morning, he and the Priest wisely set off to find them and are
directed to Clorin's cabin where many of them are being healed. As
McMullan argues, "the political effect of the transfer of power is highly
charged, since figures representative of both spiritual and secular power
in the play defer to a virgin for an appropriate solution to the country's
ills." 26 Having rehabilitated the lusty Alexis, the wounded Amoret, the
frigid Thenot, and the enraged Amoret, Clorin welcomes the converted
Amarillis, observing: "we have perfoormd a woorke / Worthy the gods
them-selves" (5.5.143-4). Earlier in the play, the God of the River had
risen from his watery bed to rescue the wounded Amoret, having been
assailed both by her lover Perigot and by the evil Sullen Shepherd and left
for dead. This earlier moment seems to suggest that these mortals, like
Guarini's before them, need the strength of those of "heav'nly race" (38)
to save them. But the moment is quickly neutralized when this heroic
gesture on the part of the god slips into a pattern all-too-familiar to us
from the male mortals who populate the play: the God of the River's
passion gets the better of him and in a lyrical rewriting of Marlowe's
"Passionate Shepherd," he invites her to "go with [him], / Leaving
Mortall company" (3.1.409-10). Intuiting the ontological difference
that makes her "unworthy to be woed, / By thee a God" (3.1.438-9), she
declines, and he vanishes from the pastoral. By the end, Clorin is the
primary axis of virtue that the play offers, singled out for her devotion to
the act of tempering blood-grown-wild, through labors that are "Worthy
the gods them-selves" (5.5.144). If she gestures at a god-like restitution
of nobility to bloodlines that have declined, the play reminds us that
this virgin is anything but a god, and her patients, though elite, little
more than earthly creatures subject to blood's mutability. The effect of
this lyrical representation of passion is to demystify the signifier at the
heart of a system of hereditary race, offering the woods as a release from
the myth of a transcendent elite identity.

Milton's dark pastoral glass
The court of Charles I and Henrietta Maria, accustomed as it was to
embody the divine quality of royalty in Platonic masques, did not
perceive the critique of blood lingering beneath Fletcher's stylized shep
herds, and his play was revived for their enjoyment on Twelfth Night in
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1634, framed by Davenant's panegyric to royal spectators hailed as deities
on earth. Critics suggest that the court seized upon Fletcher's play and
its rejection by Jacobean audiences as "an indictment of the earlier age, a
proof of the new court's finer morals and esthetics, and a handy answer
to Prynne," who had attacked the court's licentiousness as embodied by
its penchant for "amorous pastorals" in his Histriomastix. 27 But even as

the court found The Faithful Shepherdess a fitting emblem for reasserting
its moral authority, evidence suggests that the young poet Milton, when
invited to write a masque to honor the Earl of Bridgewater's installation
as Lord President of the Council of Wales, intuited a very different ethos
in Fletcher's pastoral. John Carey has already identified Fletcher's pas
toral as the single most important source for Milton's Masque at Ludlow,

tracing many parallels of character and motif between the two dramas.28
I observe still deeper affinities between the plays on ideological grounds.
For Milton's genius is to take the broad indictment of elite blood as vari
able, immoderate, and inflamed that he found in Fletcher's play-where
it appears in a satirical, generically hybrid form-and to funnel it into a
more somber and realistic meditation on elite identity, which occurs not
in an imaginary Arcadia with stylized shepherds (Fletcher's Thessaly) but
in a real time and place inhabited with flesh-and-blood aristocrats who
perform their actual social roles.
His masque was presented on 29 September 1634, the Feast of St
Michael and All Angels, a day when officials typically were sworn into
office. 29 Symbolically, this calendrical pattern served to align those newly
instated officials with guardian angels, imagining them as protectors of
the people, much as the Earl of Bridgewater's new role invested him
with royal power to secure order in a Welsh borderland characterized by
social unrest. But Milton's masque flips this equation on its head in that
it figures the three children of the Earl who acted in this masque-aged
15, 11, and 9-as themselves requiring protection as they traverse a
"drear wood" (l. 37) where forms are never what they appear to be and
where good and evil are intermixed in a complex representation of an
enmattered world. If Fletcher's Thessaly presents plenty of opportuni
ties for elite shepherds to "Set up their bloods to saile" (1.3.143), it yet
offers a universe where evil is easily identifiable and can be avoided or
embraced as one might choose. Milton's pastoral world is considerably
darker. Here the powers of embodied virtue are less potent than they are
in the heavenly realm, and even elite bodies are "unexempt" from the
"mortal frailty" (11. 684-5) that defines all living forms.
If Milton's pastoral landscape builds on even as it complicates
Fletcher's vision, it represents a complete reversal of the royal masque
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that it purportedly exemplifies. 30 In February of the year in which
Milton's masque was performed, Thomas Carew's ostentatious Coelum
Britannicum was performed at court, the King's "offering" in response
to the Queen's presentation of Fletcher's pastoral on Twelfth Night of
that year. 31 It presented one of this court's most exalted conceptions
of the theory of the divine right of kings, imagining the "ruler as a
quasi-divine source of national power and unity," whose "immortall
bosomes" "burne with emulous fires." 32 Significantly, Bridgewater's
two young sons acted in this masque, where they assumed the role
of torch-bearers who accompany Jove's royal entourage. This casting
decision allowed them to embody a version of the King's divine flame,
imagining an aristocratic community of blood as affecting an unbroken
continuum between earth and heavens.
Cognizant of these two recent court performances, Milton set about
to challenge the theory of immanence that Carew's masque celebrated
by playing it off against the quite different universe of blood figured
in Fletcher's play. Significantly, Camus opens with the Attendant Spirit
emphasizing the gulf that separates the "serene air" (1. 4) of the heav
ens from the earth where "rank vapours" "soil" (ll. 16-17) even "aerial
spirits" (1. 3) who descend on heavenly "[errands]" (l. 15). If a masque
like Coelum imagines the heavens as needing reform by earthly deities,
Milton's masque allows no such inversion. Here, the earth's inhabit
ants are described as leading a "feverish" existence, being "confined"
and "pestered" (11. 7-8) by their material world. Ironically, it is Comus
who echoes the courtly masque's emphasis on immanence not only by
arriving flanked by torches but also in addressing his followers in an
exalted description of their embodied form. Drawing on the terms used
at court to describe a royal disposition, he asserts "We that are of purer
fire/ Imitate the starry quire" (ll. 111-12), suggesting that the physi
cal movements of the heavenly spheres can be replicated on earth by
demigods like him. Since he enters the stage accompanied by a "rout
of monsters, headed like sundry sorts of wild beasts" (s.d., p. 181), the
audience immediately perceives this rhetoric as inflated. He and his
cohorts instead seem to embody the "rank vapours of this sin-worn
mould" (l. 17), a "degenerate and degraded state" (l. 474) enabled by
the "loose gestures" (!. 463) of lust to which they dedicate themselves.
Comus's misguided tendency to perceive his peers as earthly gods rep
licates a "Stuart dichotomy between lesser mortals and high-minded
masquers," one that Milton actively deconstructs. 33
In fact, Milton exposes Comus's emphasis on embodied differences
of rank as mere pretense in his first exchange with the Lady, as he tries
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to entice her to become his "queen" (I. 264). Here Comus receives her
with words that echo Fletcher's well-intentioned Satyr when he stum
bles upon the chaste Clorin, professing "Hail foreign wonder / Whom
certain these rough shades did never breed" (ll. 264-5). His words flatter
the Lady into believing he not only perceives but also reverences her
high birth and godly disposition. He speaks of an ontological difference
between her and these "rough shades," suggesting that she is unworldly,
defined by an ethereal quality. His flattery is juxtaposed with his more
modest assumption minutes earlier, upon hearing her song, that her
music is exquisite for one who is a "mortal mixture of earth's mould"
(l. 243). Although he acknowledges that "something holy lodges in
[her] breast" (l. 245), he hardly confuses her with a deity. If the Lady
rejects his address as flattery, telling him his words fall on "unattending
ears" (l. 271), she will elsewhere reveal, along with her brothers, that
she is inclined to share some of Comus's assumptions, particularly his
equation of rank with virtue and divinity.
Indeed, when she first hears the revelry between Comus and his crew,
she presumes that the "ill-managed merriment" (l. 171) comes from
some "loose unlettered hinds" (l. 173) who are partaking of a ceremony
in thanks for the harvest. As the word "loose" suggests, she views such
revelry as an expression of ill-governed behavior characteristic of the
lower orders, concluding: "I should be loth / To meet the rudeness,
and swilled insolence/ Of such late wassailers" (ll. 176-8). Her brothers
subsequently echo her assumption in fearing that an attack on her will
come from some "savage fierce, bandit, or mountaineer" (l. 425), that
is, from a country rustic. Their tendency to equate low birth with vice
was an assumption propounded by many royal masques, which often
locate "the evils of social disorder in the lower classes"; 34 such views
may also have been present in the upbringing of these elite children,
having been "nursed in princely lore'' (l. 34), presumably fed stories of
epic grandeur. If the Lady indicates a readiness to move beyond the idea
that only those of high blood embody virtue when she acknowledges
that "courtesy" is "sooner found" in "lowly sheds" than in "courts of
princes" (ll. 321-4), her brothers are more wed to the Caroline court's
Platonic universe where virtue is majestic, visible, and glistering in
form. Such a view becomes apparent when the elder brother chides his
younger brother for fearing his sister's safety, asserting, "Virtue could see
to do what Virtue would/ By her own radiant light" (ll. 372-3). Insofar
as he imagines virtue as ontologically pure, his words are appropriate for
a celestial realm where "air" is "mild" and "calm" (l. 4) and unencum
bered by "vapours" (l. 17). Like his conception of "Virtue, 11 he imagines

llis sister as a Platonic essence, believing her to embody in her sojourn
through the woods the posture of allegorical forms of Wisdom (l. 374)
and Contemplation (l. 376). Her "unblenched majesty" (l. 429) is such
that it affords her, in his view, the powers of a goddess to control the
material world and the ability to "converse with heavenly habitants 11
(l. 458). But such assumptions collide with the Attendant Spirit's
account of all earthly life as fundamentally removed from the heavenly
sphere. Humankind-that "mortal mixture of earth's mould" (l. 243)
mingles spirit with a material body that is at once "frail, and feverish"
(l. 8), open to mists and fogs and other "rank vapours 11 (l. 17) that
confuse perception and impede access to the eternal realm.
That Milton rejects the Elder Brother's Platonic view of the world is
evident in the way he makes light of the epic tactics that the broth
ers lean on to secure the goodness of the world. Hearing an unknown
sound, which they assume is some "woodman" or robber 11 (IL 483-4),
the brothers wrap themselves in an epic stance, drawing their weapons
and threatening the approaching figure with "iron stakes" (l. 490).
When they learn that the Attendant Spirit is actually their ally but that
a "damned magician" (l. 601) has captured their sister, this posture
becomes still more entrenched: "let him be girt / With ... Harpies and
hydras, or all the monstrous forms / 'Twixt Africa and Ind, I'll find
him out" (ll. 601-5). Admiring their heroic spirit, the Attendant Spirit
yet rejects it, telling them "thy sword can do thee little stead" (l. 610)
against the magician's charms. They must be prepared instead to fight
a more insinuating form of evil, one that does not announce itself in
explicitly monstrous form but appears "pranked in reason's garb" (758),
a moral composite like all earthly life. Significantly, when the brothers
storm Comus's palace, they forget this lesson, drawing their swords for
an epic fight but forgetting the second part of the Spirit's instructions
"But seize his wand" (l. 652)-hypnotized, apparently, by the appeal of
a "[Bold] assault" (I. 648). By emphasizing a kind of epic entrancement
on their part, Milton places them in a position analogous to their sister:
all of them are led astray by a conviction that virtue is immanent in the
world and enjoys a privileged relation to their elite bodies.
The young Lady, unlike her brothers, is not wed to epic contest,
praying that she might pass through the woods "unassailed" (l. 219) or
at most be subject to a "trial" tailored to her "proportioned strength"
(11. 328-9). But her exchanges with Comus reveal her mortal flesh is
tinctured by frailty that contrasts with the impregnability her brother
affords her in associating her chastity with divinity. Notably, though she
is guarded in her approach to Comus, she yet cannot help but be open
11
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to the material world. Indeed, it is her "listening ear" (l. 202) that first
tempts her in Comus's direction, drawing her toward the "loud mirth"
(1. 201) she believes originates with "gamesome" (l. 172) farm hands.
Subsequently, her eyes deceive her into believing Comus to be a "harm
less villager" (l. 166) when she is subject to his "dazzling spells" that aim
to "cheat the eye" (11. 154-5). Later, we see him preying on her sense
of touch, when he freezes her "In stony fetters fixed" (1. 818) while he
attempts to assail a fourth sense, urging, "Be wise, and taste" (l. 812).
Unlike those Platonic forms of virtue-"pure-eyed Faith, white-handed
Hope / ... And thou unblemished form of Chastity" (11. 212-14)-the
Lady's powers are constrained by her "corporal rind" (1. 663), which
affords her only imperfect access to the purity she seeks.
In the resolution he constructs for the masque, Milton enacts a
reordering of the children's moral universe in which divinity attaches
to elite bodies and evil to laboring ones, and where the difference
between the two is visible and distinct. Part of this resolution is
effected by haemony, that mysterious herb that the Spirit retrieves
for the brothers to aid their assault. A word derived from the Greek
adjective for blood, haemony is described as a "small unsightly root"
that is yet "of divine effect" (11. 628-9), and may enfold a reference to
Guarini's mention of a "celestial root" that defines his regal lovers. In
Milton's hands, the root transforms into a trope for earthly life; if else
where the herb yields a "bright golden flower" (l. 632), in Welsh soil
its virtuous powers lie hidden beneath a leaf that is "darkish" in color
and laden with "prickles" (I. 630). Insofar as we accept the root's con
nections to the word blood, I propose that the herb's meanings resonate
with the recalibration of blood's significance central to Milton's pasto
ral. For haemony is neither an epic weapon nor a magical talisman, but
rather a modest power that fortifies the children, guarding them from
"all enchantments" and material agents like "mildew blast, or damp"
(1. 639). The fact that its origins are humble, lying close to the earth
where it is "Unknown" to the "dull swain" who "Treads on it daily" (II.
633-4), suggests that it offers a theory of embodied virtue at odds with
the children's valuation of eminence. Its powers come to the children
mediated by a humble source, the "shepherd lad / Of small regard ....
yet well skilled I In every virtuous plant" (11. 618-20). Combining a
humble pedigree with a principle of labor, this herb holds the promise
of tempering blood in its darker, more deeply enmattered-and less
than golden-earthly state.
That the brothers achieve only a partial victory after being forti
fied with haemony-scattering Comus and his forces but not freeing
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1 heir sister- may signify that their achievement of its ideal has not
I ,een reached and that there is more-even ongoing-work for them
to accomplish. The goddess Sabrina, who is called upon to finish the
task of releasing the young Lady, replays its meanings in another key,
transferring the trope from the herbal to the human realm. Like hae
mony, whose properties vary with place, Sabrina's ability to be a "virgin
pure" (1. 825) has altered with her circumstances. As a mortal, she was
the "daughter of Locrine" (l. 826), ensnared by a noble family defined
by passionate excess, whose feuding resulted in her death by drowning.
/\nd yet, in that other country beneath the river's flood, she discovered
a brighter potential for herself, undergoing a "quick immortal change"
(I. 840) reminiscent of haemony's "bright golden flower" (1. 632) that
blooms in another land. Her transformation allows her to become a heal
ing force, neutralizing "urchin blasts" (1. 844) that infect herds and min
istering remedies to "clasping [charms]" and "numbing [spells]" (1. 852),
thereby replicating the powers of haemony.
Together these emblems of pastoral-a wild herb mistaken for a
weed and a discarded virgin-denote the complex process by which a
"clotted" (l. 466) material world transforms into something more per
fect. Notably, neither of these figures has embodied a celestial form on
earth. Both are defined instead by postures of lowliness, of fallen-ness,
pressed to the earth or to the riverbed and seemingly absent any value.
But through these figures, who move from darkness and prostration
to lightness and preeminence, Milton modifies the principles order
ing the world of his elite audience. Critics have tended to see Milton
at this early stage in his career as shoring up "aristocratic virtue" and
attaching the "moral health of the nation" to a reformed aristocracy. 35
But I propose that this modest pastoral play strikes more deeply at the
idea of an hereditary order and the account of immanence on which it
depended. Such an order was presumably taken for granted by a peer
ascending to the position of Lord President of Wales-a post that made
him a surrogate king, a kind of earthly deity. Milton confounds the view
of reality upon which such titles rested. For the earthly world that he
frames with this dark pastoral is a place where virtue is cloistered, lying
in the most unexpected of places, and, conversely, where falsehood is
"vizored" in palatial extravagance (1. 697) and fiery eminence. If there is
a "golden key/ That opes the palace of eternity" (IL 13-14) for frail mor
tals, it does not derive "from forefathers" 36 nor from bloodlines tinged
with divinity. Far from being something infused at birth, true nobility
follows a plodding path defined by "hard assays" (l. 971) and "wander
ing labours long" (l. 1005). The irony that Milton, echoing Fletcher,
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captures is that only by stooping-in imitation of the reclaimed form
of pastoral that he secures-can one reach such heights.
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